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Abstract: In recent years, graphics processing units (GPUs) emerged as database accelerators due
to their massive parallelism and high-bandwidth memory. Sorting is a core database operation with
many applications, such as output ordering, index creation, grouping, and sort-merge joins. Many
single-GPU sorting algorithms have been shown to outperform highly parallel CPU algorithms.
Today’s systems include multiple GPUs with direct high-bandwidth peer-to-peer (P2P) interconnects.
However, previous multi-GPU sorting algorithms do not efficiently harness the P2P transfer capability
of modern interconnects, such as NVLink and NVSwitch. In this paper, we propose RMG sort,
a novel radix partitioning-based multi-GPU sorting algorithm. We present a most-significant-bit
partitioning strategy that efficiently utilizes high-speed P2P interconnects while reducing inter-GPU
communication. Independent of the number of GPUs, we exchange radix partitions between the GPUs
in one all-to-all P2P key swap and achieve nearly-perfect load balancing. We evaluate RMG sort on
two modern multi-GPU systems. Our experiments show that RMG sort scales well with the input size
and the number of GPUs, outperforming a parallel CPU-based sort by up to 20×. Compared to two
state-of-the-art, merge-based, multi-GPU sorting algorithms, we achieve speedups of up to 1.3× and
1.8× across both systems. Excluding the CPU-GPU data transfer times and on eight GPUs, RMG sort
outperforms the two merge-based multi-GPU sorting algorithms up to 2.7× and 9.2×.
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1 Introduction

Today’s data volumes oftentimes exceed the size that database systems can analyze
efficiently [Gu15, Ja14]. To improve the data processing performance, research and industry
exploit modern hardware. GPUs provide high computational power via thousands of cores,
and a high-bandwidth memory [NV17, NV20]. For compute-intensive tasks on small,
in-GPU-memory data sets, GPUs achieve orders of magnitude higher instruction throughput
(e. g. TFLOPS) than CPUs. Thus, they are commonly used as accelerators for deep learning
and HPC workloads [SMY20]. However, GPUs experience a slower adoption into the
database systems market, because of the transfer bottleneck [CI18, Lu20]. For many GPU-
based operator implementations, copying the data to the GPU and back over the PCIe 3.0
interconnect has been the limiting factor [GK18, Lu20, Ra20, RLT20].

In recent years, high-bandwidth, low-latency interconnects, such as NVIDIA’s NVLink,
AMD’s Infinity Fabric, and the Compute Express Link (CXL) have been introduced [AM18,
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NV18, ST20]. They increase the GPU-interconnect bandwidth close to that of main memory,
accelerating CPU-to-GPU and P2P transfers. On hardware platforms with high-speed
interconnects, GPUs efficiently accelerate data analytics workloads and core database
operations [Lu20, Ma22, Ra20]. Sorting is one such operation, with applications in index
creation, duplicate removal, user-specified output ordering, grouping, and sort-merge
joins [Gr06]. Over the past years, numerous single-GPU sorting algorithms have been
proposed and shown to outperform highly parallel CPU algorithms by orders of magnitude.
Parallel radix sort algorithms are best suited for modern GPUs [MG16, SMY20, Ma22].

Modern server-grade systems combine multiple GPUs for an even higher computing power.
The research community extended algorithms to utilize multiple GPUs [RLT20, Pa21].
To the best of our knowledge, all published multi-GPU sorting algorithms are sort-
merge approaches [GK18, PSHL10, RLT20, Ta13]. The P2P merge sort by Tanasic et al.
utilizes inter-GPU communication to merge the previously sorted chunks within GPU
memory [Ta13]. The HET merge sort by Gowanlock et al. uses the CPU to merge GPU
chunks. Evaluated on modern multi-GPU systems, both algorithms show promising speedups
over a single GPU [Ma22]. However, their merging workload increases with the number
of GPUs. For HET merge sort, the final multiway merge on the CPU quickly becomes a
bottleneck [GK18, Ma22]. For P2P merge sort, scaling up the number of GPUs linearly
increases the number of key swaps over the P2P interconnects. During their merge phase,
each GPU swaps data with only one other GPU at a time. Thus, multiple merge steps are
necessary. This algorithm design made sense in a time when GPUs had no direct P2P
interconnects and GPUs communicated with each other via the host-side. On such systems,
many concurrent P2P transfers over the PCIe 3.0 tree topology would suffer from shared
bandwidth effects and throttle the overall throughput [Ma22]. Today, modern multi-GPU
platforms incorporate direct high-bandwidth P2P interconnects. Recent hardware systems
support non-blocking all-to-all inter-GPU communication [NV18, NV21b]. In the light
of these hardware improvements, we propose RMG sort, a novel radix-partitioning-based
multi-GPU sorting algorithm that utilizes the bandwidth of modern P2P interconnects more
efficiently. We reduce inter-GPU communication by exchanging the radix partitions between
all GPUs once and in parallel, independent of the number of GPUs. Our contributions are:

1. We design a novel multi-GPU sorting algorithm (RMG sort). We employ an MSB
radix partitioning strategy to exploit modern P2P interconnects (Section 3).

2. We implement RMG sort in the CUDA framework and publish our source code with
automated benchmark scripts to enable reproducible evaluation results4 (Section 4).

3. We evaluate RMG sort on up to eight GPUs. We compare to parallel CPU-only algo-
rithms and state-of-the-art, merge-based multi-GPU sorting algorithms (Section 5).

4 https://github.com/hpides/rmg-sort
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2 Background

In this section, we explain the required background information about the GPU hardware
architecture, modern interconnect technologies, and radix sort algorithms.

GPU Architecture. GPUs are designed to support massively parallel computations, hiding
memory access latency with concurrently executed computation [NV22b]. They are equipped
with thousands of cores that are organized in a specialized hierarchy. The main unit of
computation is the streaming multiprocessor (SM) [NV20], equivalent to the compute unit
for AMD GPUs [AM20]. One GPU consists of an array of SMs [NV17, NV20]. Each SM
can run multiple concurrent groups of threads (thread blocks). A thread block can run up to
1024 threads. The SM schedules these high numbers of threads in groups of 32 consecutive
threads, so-called warps, that execute the same instruction. GPUs excel at achieving high
instruction throughput rates and provide a high-bandwidth memory. The memory hierarchy
is divided into off-chip and on-chip memory. Off-chip memory mainly consists of global
HBM2 memory which all running threads access. It provides peak bandwidth rates of up to
1555 GB/s [NV20]. Compared to main memory, the GPU memory capacity is limited (up to
80 GB). The GPU’s L2 cache hides the latency of global memory accesses. In addition, each
SM comes with a local, high-bandwidth, low-latency L1 cache to accelerate computation
on frequently used data. While the L1 cache automatically hides accesses of all threads of
its SM, shared memory needs to be explicitly managed by the programmer.

GPU Interconnects. GPUs are attached to the CPU memory controller via an interconnect.
The interconnect topology significantly impacts the performance of multi-GPU applica-
tions [Li20]. In the following, we explain modern interconnect technologies. PCIe 3.0 is
used as the standard interconnect for many peripheral devices, including GPUs. It supports
full-duplex communication at 16 GB/s per direction. PCIe 4.0 doubles this bandwidth rate
for a theoretical peak of 32 GB/s. Multi-GPU systems with no direct P2P interconnects only
support P2P communication through multi-hop host-side transfers. Over the last few years,
hardware vendors introduced high-bandwidth, low-latency GPU interconnects for direct P2P
transfers. AMD released the Infinity Fabric interconnect [AM18], while NVIDIA launched
NVLink. NVLink 2.0 achieves 25 GB/s per link per direction. One NVLink 2.0-enabled
GPU supports six links for a theoretical peak bandwidth of 150 GB/s per direction. NVLink
3.0 doubles the number of links per GPU for a bandwidth of 300 GB/s. NVLink is primarily
designed to accelerate inter-GPU communication. NVSwitch is an NVLink-based switch
chip by NVIDIA that enables non-blocking, all-to-all, inter-GPU communication at high
bandwidth. It connects up to 16 GPUs between each other in a point-to-point mesh [NV18].

Radix Sort. Radix sort is a non-comparison-based sorting algorithm with linear computa-
tional complexity [Ag96, Gi19, SJ17]. Radix sort algorithms iterate over the keys’ bits and
partition the keys into distinct buckets based on their radix value. To reduce the number of
iterations, radix sort algorithms look at multiple consecutive bits 𝑐 at a time. Typically, a
radix sort algorithm either starts from the most or the least significant bit (MSB or LSB).
Given 𝑘-bit keys, the number of partitioning passes is 𝑝 = ⌈𝑘/𝑐⌉. In each partitioning
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pass, each of the 𝑛 input keys is scattered into one of 2𝑐 distinct buckets depending on the
currently considered 𝑐 bits until all 𝑘 bits have been considered, i. e. the keys are sorted.
This leaves radix sort with a computational complexity of 𝑂 (𝑛 × 𝑝). An LSB radix sort
algorithm stores the 2𝑐 buckets of the current partitioning pass only, as long as it respects
the keys’ sort order from preceding rounds. In contrast, an MSB radix sort algorithm refines
the partitioning within each bucket in each round, keeping track of increasing numbers of
buckets. To scatter the keys into their corresponding buckets in parallel, many GPU-based
radix sort algorithms operate out-of-place [Sa10, SJ17, ZB91, ZW12].

3 Algorithm

In this section, we explain our radix-partitioning-based multi-GPU sorting algorithm (RMG
sort). It sorts the input keys using only the GPUs. Therefore, it only sorts data sets that
fit into the combined device memory of the system’s GPUs. We use a most significant bit
(MSB) radix partitioning strategy. Our algorithm requires one all-to-all key swap between
the GPUs over the P2P interconnects, independent of the number of GPUs. Our algorithm
reduces the inter-GPU communication compared to previous sort-merge algorithms. In
summary, RMG sort works as follows: First, the unsorted input keys are copied to the
GPUs in chunks of equal size. Each GPU partitions its keys locally, starting from the most
significant bit, until every radix bucket on each GPU is small enough for the following
all-to-all P2P key swap between the GPUs. The P2P key swap re-distributes all buckets
across all GPUs so that afterwards, 1) each GPU contains keys of a distinct value range
and 2) bringing all keys into the global sort order across the 𝑔 GPUs does not require any
further key swaps. In other words, after the P2P key swap, all keys of GPU 𝑖 have smaller or
equal most significant bits compared to the keys of GPU 𝑖 + 1. Then, each GPU sorts its
buckets locally to bring the keys across all 𝑔 GPUs into the final sorted order.

This allows for two optimizations: First, we reduce the final sorting workload. Instead of
sorting the entire chunk, each GPU sorts its radix buckets individually. Given that the
partitioning phase already examined the most significant 𝑟 bits of each key, we sort each
bucket on the remaining 𝑘 − 𝑟 bits. Secondly, we interleave the sorting computation with
copying the data back to the CPU. Once a bucket is fully sorted, we transfer it back, while the
remaining buckets are still being sorted. Thereby, we hide the time duration of the sorting
computation on the GPUs. In the following sections, we explain how the radix partitioning
phase ensures that one bucket exchange (P2P key swap) between the GPUs is sufficient,
even for skewed data. We outline how we distribute the keys across the GPUs with nearly
perfect load balancing and how we accelerate the final sorting computation.

3.1 On-GPU MSB Radix Partitioning

After the 𝑛 input keys are copied to the 𝑔 GPUs in equal sized chunks, each GPU partition its
keys locally (i. e. in its own device memory). Each GPU first computes the histogram over
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its ⌈𝑛/𝑔⌉ keys on the most significant 𝑐 bits. Calculating the prefix sum on the histogram
returns the starting write offsets for each of the 2𝑐 buckets. Using the prefix sum, each GPU
partitions its chunk in device memory so that all keys of bucket 𝑖 precede bucket 𝑖 + 1.

For most data distributions, the probability is high that there is a radix bucket for which
every GPU finds associated keys. In fact, for uniformly distributed keys, every GPU likely
contains keys that belong to every one of the 2𝑐 possible buckets. The goal of the P2P key
swap is to re-distribute the keys across all 𝑔 GPUs so that all keys that belong to the same
bucket are aligned in the device memory of one and the same GPU. We also have to ensure
that all keys of GPU 𝑖 are smaller than or equal to the ones on GPU 𝑖 + 1. We satisfy both
constraints by distributing the keys across the GPUs in the order of their radix digit values,
i. e. by distributing the buckets in ascending order: The buckets of the smallest radix values
to GPU 0, and those with the highest radix values to GPU 𝑔−1. After each partitioning pass,
each GPU sends its histogram to all other GPUs via the P2P interconnects. Thus, each GPU
knows about the entire key distribution and computes the logical distribution of buckets,
i. e. the placement of buckets across the 𝑔 GPUs in ascending order. Here, we check whether
the current level of partitioning allows for each complete bucket to fit onto its designated
GPU. A bucket 𝑏 on GPU 𝑖 is complete if all of the keys that reside on GPU 𝑖 and that
fall into bucket 𝑏 are aligned at subsequent addresses in the memory of GPU 𝑖. Given 𝑔

GPUs, each GPU might produce a complete bucket 𝑏. A set of at most 𝑔 complete buckets
[𝑏]0, [𝑏]1, ..., [𝑏]𝑔−1 forms a spanning bucket under a given logical bucket distribution
if all keys that belong to bucket 𝑏 will not fit into the memory of the designated GPU. A
spanning bucket prevents us from performing the P2P bucket exchange because we could
not fully sort the spanning bucket without further communication between those GPUs that
the bucket spans. We need to refine each spanning bucket in subsequent partitioning passes.

The number of partitioning passes necessary depends on the distribution of input keys. The
input data might be highly skewed and contain only leading zeros in the most significant 𝑐
bits. It is desirable for our partitioning phase to split the keys into reasonably small buckets
to avoid load imbalances between the GPUs. We perform multiple partitioning passes on
subsequent sets of 𝑐 bits, starting from the most significant one, until there are no spanning
buckets left. Any subsequent partitioning pass refines only the spanning buckets while the
buckets that already fit onto one GPU stay untouched. In Figure 1, we show an example of
our radix partitioning algorithm on four GPUs. In the example, we sort 32-bit keys while
considering 𝑐 = 8 bits at a time. In the first pass, each GPU scatters its keys based on the
bits [32..24). We show the result of the local partitioning step in the top half of each pass,
i. e. the physical view of the GPU memory. All GPUs find many keys that belong to bucket
0. They exchange their histogram information which allows each GPU to construct the
logical distribution of complete buckets, shown in the bottom half of each pass in Figure 1.
The complete bucket [0] is a spanning bucket after the first partitioning pass. Consequently,
we continue with another pass on bits [24..16) on the spanning bucket [0]. In the second
partitioning pass, each GPU with keys of the spanning bucket [0] refines its part (e. g. into
two smaller buckets [0:0] and [0:1] on GPU 0). After the histogram exchange of the second
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Physical View of the GPU Memory after Radix Partitioning on MSB [32..24)

Fig. 1: Radix partitioning phase example

pass, we compute the logical bucket distribution and find that we resolved the spanning
bucket. Bucket [0:2] (resident on GPU 3) is not a spanning bucket because we allow for
nearly-perfect load balancing. Thus, our radix partitioning phase is completed.

3.2 Multi-GPU P2P Bucket Exchange

The bottom of Figure 1 shows an example of a final, logical bucket distribution. It aligns the
complete buckets in globally sorted order across the GPUs. After the partitioning phase,
the keys of each bucket still reside in the memory of their initial GPU as they have only
been partitioned locally. In the multi-GPU P2P key swap, we re-distribute them between all
GPUs. Each bucket’s destination GPU can either be the same as the source GPU or a remote
GPU in which case the memory copy goes over the P2P interconnects. For the P2P bucket
exchange, the logical bucket distribution computed from the histogram broadcast of the final
partitioning pass is sufficient. We measure that the overhead of calling one asynchronous
copy per bucket is negligible even for high numbers of buckets. The CUDA driver appends
calls into the CUDA stream queue and performs the copies at peak bandwidth.

Load Balancing. To reduce the number of partitioning passes, we do not enforce perfect
load balancing. Instead, certain GPUs can handle slightly more keys than others. The first
partitioning pass very rarely results in a bucket distribution that is perfectly aligned with
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Fig. 2: P2P bucket exchange example

the chunk size. We define a threshold 𝜖 as the number of keys that each GPU can use as
additional padding at the start and the end of its chunk buffer. This avoids treating slightly
overflowing buckets as spanning buckets. Whenever a bucket overflows into a GPU by a
number of keys 𝜎 ≤ 𝜖 , these 𝜎 keys are assigned to the adjacent GPU that already holds
keys of that same bucket. If an overlapping bucket would span over two or three GPUs for
a perfectly load-balanced approach, our additional 𝜖-padding can, in the best case, avoid
an entire partitioning pass. If the spanning bucket spans over more than three GPUs, our
nearly-perfect load balancing approach reduces the number of GPUs that the bucket spans
by up to two. This is because each GPU employs the 𝜖-padding at the start and the end of its
chunk. We empirically determine an optimal 𝜖-padding of 0.5% of the initial GPU chunk
size. With this 𝜖 , we measure that uniformly distributed keys require one partitioning pass.

For extremely skewed distributions, spanning buckets can occur after the last partitioning
pass on the least significant 𝑐 bits (e. g. if all 𝑛 keys are of the same value). Having considered
all 𝑘 bits after the radix partitioning phase, there will still be one spanning bucket with 𝑛

keys over all 𝑔 GPUs. In fact, any spanning bucket that remains after the last partitioning
pass must consist of keys of the same single value. Thus, we can choose arbitrary borders
for where to split the spanning bucket. We simply distribute the keys of each last-pass
spanning bucket in a perfectly load-balanced manner across the involved GPUs. Since
we employ MSB radix partitioning, the number of buckets grows continuously with each
partitioning pass. Considering 𝑐 bits at a time, partitioning one spanning bucket divides
it into 2𝑐 sub-buckets. We view the initial input of 𝑛 keys on the 𝑔 GPUs as the initial
spanning bucket. A GPU can be involved in at most two spanning buckets (one per adjacent
GPU). Thus, the maximum possible number of spanning buckets per partitioning pass is
𝑔 − 1. In that case, each spanning bucket spans over two GPUs. In total, we perform a
maximum of 𝑝 partitioning passes, with 𝑝 = ⌈𝑘/𝑐⌉. In the first pass, we partition the input
data as one spanning bucket. This leaves us with an upper bound for the spanning buckets
of 𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥 = (𝑔 − 1) · (𝑝 − 1) + 1. The total number of buckets can not exceed 2𝑐 · 𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥 . For
𝑐 = 8, 64-bit keys and eight GPUs, this is equal to 256 · 𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 12.545.
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3.3 On-GPU Bucket Sorting

After the P2P key swap, each GPU contains buckets of distinct value ranges. While the
different buckets are correctly ordered by their MSB values, the keys within each bucket
are still unsorted. To sort each bucket, we use the single-GPU LSB radix sort algorithm
cub::DeviceRadixSort::SortKeys, provided in NVIDIA’s CUB library as it achieves the fastest
performance [NV21a, Ma22]. Depending on the number of partitioning passes performed,
we have already examined a certain number of most significant bits of each key. We use this
information to accelerate the sorting computation. For each bucket, we specify the bit range
that the local radix sort sorts on. The final bucket partitioning level is heterogeneous in the
following sense: Some buckets are sufficiently partitioned after the first pass while others
are refined through multiple passes. As a consequence, for each bucket that we sort, we
have taken a different number of most significant bits into account during the partitioning
phase. Since we store the partitioning pass 𝑝𝑏 that generated each bucket, we determine the
bit range to sort on as follows: [𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑡..0], with 𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑡 = 𝑘 − ((𝑝𝑏 + 1) · 𝑐). If a bucket
went through the maximum number of partitioning passes 𝑝, we do not need to sort the
bucket at all. Compared to sorting on all bits, specifying a reduced bit range improves the
sorting performance of the local radix sort significantly. We measure a speedups between
30% and 200% for one, two and three partitioning passes on the NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPU.

The overhead of a single kernel launch is insignificant. When calling one kernel per bucket
to sort, the launch times add up. In order to reduce the total number of buckets and mitigate
the associated kernel launch overhead, we fuse neighbouring buckets whose number of
keys is below a certain threshold. We can only fuse neighbouring buckets because we
have to preserve the buckets’ global sort order. We configure the threshold equal to 1%
of the initial GPU chunk size. Whenever we fuse two buckets, the bit range that we sort
the combined bucket on needs to be extended. To avoid extending the bit range too much,
and thereby losing the benefit of the reduced sorting duration, we only fuse buckets of
the same partitioning pass. As a result, the combined buckets share their initial bit range
[𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑡..0] which we extend by the necessary minimum, i. e. by the most significant bit
position in which the two bucket values differ. After the buckets have been fused and each
final bucket’s bit range is determined, each GPU sorts its buckets individually. As soon as
a bucket is sorted, we transfer it back to the CPU, asynchronously launching the memory
copy that transfers the latest sorted range of keys. This approach effectively overlaps the
sorting computation with the device-to-host copy operation.

4 Implementation

In this section, we explain how we implement our MSB radix partitioning phase. Each
partitioning pass includes computing histograms and scattering keys accordingly.
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4.1 Histogram Computation

After the input data is copied to the GPUs, each GPU computes the histogram on the most
significant 𝑐 bits of its keys. To compute the histogram, we read all keys of the chunk,
and atomically increment one of the 2𝑐 bucket counters in our histogram array depending
on the key’s radix. When parallelizing the computation, we assign each thread block an
equal number of keys to process. To achieve peak performance, each thread block first
computes a block-local histogram stored in its shared memory. Atomic operations on shared
memory are significantly faster than on global memory. After writing each block-local
histogram back to global memory, we need to aggregate these partial histograms into the
final GPU-global histogram. For this, we implement a second kernel function that reads the
block-local histograms from memory and performs global atomic operations. To reduce the
number of global atomics, we launch enough threads for each to pre-aggregate a fixed-sized
group of block-local histograms. The resulting read pattern to the block-local histograms is
perfectly warp-aligned because we orchestrate the memory accesses based on the thread-id.

For very skewed distributions, the shared memory atomics on the block-local histogram
are under increased pressure. In the most extreme case, all keys processed by a thread
block have the same 𝑐 bits. Thus, all threads try to increase the same bucket counter of the
block-local histogram concurrently. To mitigate this performance degradation, we employ
the following lightweight optimization: Each thread stores its first key’s bucket value and
holds back the atomic increment. For every following key, we check if it falls in the same
bucket as the first key, and if so, we increment a local variable. After the thread iterated over
its keys, we perform the postponed shared atomic increment. With this optimization, our
histogram computation is equally fast on skewed and uniform data.

4.2 Key Scattering

In the key scattering step, each GPU locally partitions its keys based on the computed
histogram, i. e. based on the considered 𝑐 bits. Afterward, all keys of bucket 𝑖 precede those
of bucket 𝑖 + 1. To avoid synchronization between reading from and writing to the same
memory buffer with many threads, we perform the key scattering step out-of-place. We
allocate two alternating input/output buffers. Depending on the bucket, each key needs to
be scattered to different locations in global memory. To avoid random write patterns, we
pre-scatter all the keys of a thread block into their respective buckets in shared memory.
This allows each thread block to write its buckets back to global memory one after another.
As a result, the write pattern is sequential for keys of the same bucket. We launch the
same number of threads and thread blocks for our ScatterKeys kernel as for the histogram
computation. Thus, we can re-use the block-local histograms. For both, the pre-scattering
and the global write-back, we know the write position for each key of a bucket. In both
cases, we determine the write positions by computing the prefix sum on the corresponding
histogram, i. e. either the GPU-global or a block-local one.
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Shared Memory Pre-Scattering. Each thread block, scheduled to one SM, is responsible
for pre-scattering its share of keys into its shared memory buffer. First, the thread block
loads its block-local histogram and computes the prefix sum on it. This gives us the starting
write position 𝑤𝑠ℎ for each bucket 𝑏, i. e. the write position for the first key of 𝑏. Then,
each thread iterates over its assigned keys, determining their buckets. For a key of bucket
𝑏, we performs an atomicAdd operation that reads 𝑤𝑠ℎ [𝑏] and adds 1. We then scatter the
key into the shared memory buffer at the position that we read from 𝑤𝑠ℎ [𝑏]. Thus, we
ensure that any subsequent writes by another or the same thread will be performed on the
incremented offset, avoiding write conflicts. We deliberately perform significantly more
atomic operations in shared memory than in global memory because they are substantially
faster in shared memory. The limited shared memory size (128 KB on the Tesla V100)
sets an upper bound for the number of keys that each thread block can pre-scatter. We
configure our implementation to process twelve 32-bit keys per thread, and each tread block
to run 1024 threads. For 64-bit keys, each thread processes six keys. This results in a shared
memory usage of 49.152 KB, leaving enough memory to be used as the L1 cache.

Global Memory Write-Back. We compute the prefix sum on the GPU-global histogram
before calling the ScatterKeys kernel. It returns the starting write position to the global
memory output buffer 𝑤𝑔𝑙 for each complete bucket. Since all thread blocks concurrently
write their share of keys back to global memory, we pre-determine the exact global memory
buffer spaces that each thread block writes to. For this, every thread block atomically
increments 𝑤𝑔𝑙 [𝑏] by the number of keys it will write per bucket 𝑏. This ensures that the
global memory write-back phase needs no further synchronization. The pre-scattering step
enables sequential writes. But to achieve peak memory throughput, the write pattern needs
to be warp-aligned. We implement each thread warp to be responsible for writing a small,
constant number of consecutive buckets, one after the other. Each thread of a warp writes
one of 32 consecutive keys of the warp’s current bucket, iterating over the bucket’s keys
with a stride of 32 (= thread warp size [NV22a]). With this approach, the bucket size can
negatively influence the memory throughput. If many buckets contained very few keys, the
memory throughput would drop considerably as many threads idle. It is desirable that all
non-empty buckets contain enough keys to fill at least one thread warp memory transaction.
We cannot increase the number of keys per bucket by processing more keys per thread
block because the shared memory size is limited. Rather, the number of consecutive bits
𝑐 considered per partitioning pass influences how many keys can fall into a bucket. For
example, if we chose 𝑐=16, the number of possible buckets 216 would be higher than the
number of keys one thread block processes. This would drastically reduce the memory
throughput since most of the buckets would contain very few or no keys, assuming uniform
distributions. If 𝑐 is too small, we increase the number of partitioning passes, ultimately
increasing the total sort duration. We configure 𝑐=8 as an ideal trade-off between minimizing
the number of partitioning passes and maximizing the throughput. Thus, we confirm the
findings of Stehle et al. for their single-GPU MSB radix sort [SJ17]. We measure a global
write-back throughput of 70-95% of the A100 GPU’s peak memory bandwidth.
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5 Evaluation

In this section, we compare the performance of RMG sort to highly parallel CPU algo-
rithms (Section 5.1), and two state-of-the-art merge-based multi-GPU sorting algorithms
(Section 5.2). We analyze RMG sort for varying distributions and data types in Section 5.3.

Experimental Setup. We evaluate our algorithm on two multi-GPU platforms with state-
of-the-art interconnects. We provide system information in Table 1. The IBM Power AC922
is a two-socket system that attaches two NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPUs to each NUMA
node [NSH18] (Figure 3, bandwidth per direction). On the IBM AC922, NVLink 2.0
accelerates data transfers between a NUMA node and its two GPUs. Our second system is
the DGX A100 [NV21b]. It connects eight NVIDIA A100 GPUs with NVLink 3.0-based
NVSwitch for high-speed transfers between all GPUs at 300 GB/s per direction (Figure 4).

Tab. 1: Hardware systems overview

(a) IBM Power System AC922 (b) NVIDIA DGX A100
CPU 2× IBM POWER9 à 16 cores 2.7 GHz 2x AMD EPYC 7742 à 64 cores 2.3 GHz
GPUs 4× NVIDIA Tesla V100 SXM2 32 GB 8× NVIDIA A100 SXM4 40 GB
RAM 2× 256 GB DDR4 2× 512 GB DDR4
Tools CUDA 11.2, GCC 10.2.1 CUDA 11.4, GCC 9.3.0

CPU 0 64 GB/s
X-Bus

GPU 
0

GPU 
1

CPU 1

GPU 
2

GPU 
3

75 GB/s

75 GB/s

75 GB/sNVLink 2.0
3x

Fig. 3: IBM AC922 topology
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via NVLink 3.0
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PCIe 4.0 PCIe 4.0

32 GB/s

Fig. 4: NVIDIA DGX A100 topology

For all experiments, we measure the end-to-end sort duration which includes the data
transfer times between CPU and GPUs. We run every experiment five times and report the
arithmetic mean. Our experiments results are stable with a standard error across all runs
of less than 4% from the mean. We assume that the input data is not distributed perfectly
among the NUMA nodes. Instead, it lies in the main memory of NUMA node 0 only. An
optimized NUMA strategy would benefit all three evaluated multi-GPU sorting algorithms
equally, and is to consider in future work. We pre-allocate the GPU memory and the pinned
host memory because we assume exclusively reserved accelerators. We publish the source
code of RMG sort with benchmark scripts to automatically run and plot the experiments.
Optimal GPU Sets. Given a fixed number of GPUs 𝑔with 𝑔 ∈ {1, ..., 𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥}, the interconnect
topology determines which exact 𝑔 GPUs achieve the fastest sorting execution. For instance,
when using a P2P-based algorithm on the IBM AC922, the optimal two-GPU-set is the
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CPU-local GPU pair (0, 1) (for NUMA node 0). The optimal four-GPU-set on the DGX
A100 is (0, 2, 4, 6) as it includes only one GPU of each pair that shares a PCIe switch.
Across our evaluation, we depict the performance for optimal GPU sets.
Baselines. To compare the performance of RMG sort to that of the CPU, we use the state-
of-the-art parallel CPU radix sort PARADIS as our baseline [Ch15]. We add the parallel
multiway merge sort from the GNU parallel algorithms as our second CPU baseline [FS21].
To compare the performance of multiple GPUs against one, we use the same primitive as in
RMG sort, namely cub::DeviceRadixSort [NV21a]. This LSB radix sort is, to the best of our
knowledge, the fastest single-GPU sorting algorithm [Ma22]. As such, it is integrated into
NVIDIA’s Thrust library as the standard sorting method thrust::sort [NV21d].
Memory consumption. Since CUB’s device radix sort works out-of-place, RMG sort and
the two multi-GPU sorts we compare to have a memory consumption of at least 2𝑛 for 𝑛
input keys. For RMG sort, we additionally store histograms and bucket mapping tables. The
additional memory overhead of RMG sort depends on the upper bound of spanning buckets,
and thus increases with the number of GPUs and partitioning passes. In our implementation,
sorting 16 billion 32-bit keys with eight GPUs requires an additional memory overhead of
3.7 GB – 22% of the 2𝑛 memory overhead (=16 GB). When sorting 8B keys on four GPUs,
the additional overhead is 11%. However, as part of future work, we want to improve our
implementation and reduce the additional overhead significantly by re-using buffers in each
partitioning pass. Then, the additional memory overhead only depends on the number of
GPUs. In the above cases, it would constitute 7%, and 3.5%, respectively.

5.1 CPU Comparison

First, we compare the performance of RMG sort to the CPU. We sort two billion uniformly
distributed 32-bit integer keys with our proposed RMG sort, and our single-GPU and CPU
baselines. We depict the results for the NVIDIA DGX A100 in Figure 5. The system’s
optimal four-GPU-set is (0, 2, 4, 6). We observe that one GPU achieves a speedup of 3×
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over gnu-parallel and 2.6× over PARADIS. Given that radix sort algorithms are memory-
bandwidth-bound, one main reason why the GPU outperforms the CPU is the GPU’s
substantially higher memory bandwidth. Compared to gnu-parallel, RMG sort is 9.8×
faster with four GPUs and 10.8× with eight. Also, RMG sort outperforms PARADIS 8×
with four GPUs, and 9× with eight. Overall, eight GPUs achieve the best performance. On
the IBM AC922, we measure that RMG sort outperforms the CPU up to 20×. The speedup
is higher than on the DGX A100 because the POWER9 CPU has 4× fewer cores than the
AMD EPYC 7742 and the IBM AC922 achieves faster CPU-GPU copies with NVLink 2.0.

5.2 Radix-Partitioning vs. Sort-Merge

In this section, we compare the performance of RMG sort to two state-of-the-art merge-
based multi-GPU sorting algorithms, the P2P merge sort by Tanasic et al. [Ta13], and the
heterogeneous merge sort (HET merge sort) by Gowanlock et al. [GK18]. P2P merge sort
sorts and merges on multiple GPUs using P2P interconnects. By selecting a pivot within the
sorted chunks of a GPU pair, blocks of keys are swapped so that the first GPU contains keys
smaller than or equal to the keys of the second GPU. Merging the two blocks of keys on each
GPU locally brings the data across both GPUs into globally sorted order. The algorithm
sorts on more than two GPUs using many subsequent P2P key swaps and GPU-local merge
steps. The number of P2P transfers scales linearly with the number of GPUs 𝑔. P2P merge
sort can only sort on 𝑔 = 2𝑘 GPUs, 𝑘 ∈ N. RMG sort runs on any number of GPUs. HET
merge sort uses a parallel multiway merge algorithm on the CPU to merge chunks that the
GPUs have sorted, and is not limited by the combined GPU memory capacity. Since RMG
sort only sorts data that fits onto the GPUs, we disregard the evaluation of out-of-core data.

To evaluate the performance differences between RMG sort and the merge-based algorithms,
we break down the total sort duration of each algorithm into phases. All three algorithms
start with the host-to-device (HtoD) copy. For RMG sort, the remaining phases are the
radix partitioning, the P2P key swap, and the bucket sorting phase which is interleaved with
copying the buckets back to the host. For P2P merge sort, we analyze the HtoD copy, the
sort phase, the P2P merge phase on the GPUs, and the device-to-host copy (DtoH). In its
sort phase, each GPU chunk is sorted using CUB’s single-GPU radix sort. HET merge sort
entails the same phases as P2P merge sort except for its CPU-based multiway merge.

Sort Duration Breakdown – IBM AC922. In Figure 6, we depict the sort duration
breakdown for RMG sort, P2P merge sort, and HET merge sort for 2B (two billion)
uniformly distributed 32-bit integer keys on the IBM AC922. We depict the results for the
single-GPU baseline, the GPU pair (0, 1), and all four GPUs. Both RMG sort and P2P
merge sort exchange keys via the P2P interconnects. Since the merge phase of P2P merge
sort is bound by the P2P key swaps and not the GPU-local merge steps, we display the P2P
merge phase using the same plot label and bar pattern as for RMG sort’s P2P key swap. We
observe that the radix partitioning achieves the shortest duration out of all algorithm phases,
scaling linearly to the number of keys, i. e. the GPU chunk size. On two GPUs it makes
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Fig. 6: Sort duration breakdown: Sorting two billion integer keys on the IBM AC922

up 11% of RMG sort’s total sort time with 22.8ms, while it takes four GPUs 11.4ms. For
the GPU pair (0, 1), the second shortest time duration is the P2P key swap. Powered by a
bandwidth of 75 GB/s, the P2P bucket exchange takes 36ms (16% of the total sort duration).
While the HtoD copy is halved compared to the single-GPU baseline, the Sort Buckets &
DtoH Copy phase makes up 47% of the total sort duration. This is because the DtoH copy
throughput drops by 30% compared to HtoD copies for parallel transfers from multiple
GPUs to the same NUMA node [Ma22]. In addition to this hardware anomaly, we measure
that the sort-copy-overlap does not perfectly hide the sorting time. Still, overlapping the
sorting computation with the DtoH copy saves 50% of the sorting time (=32ms) on two
GPUs. This explains why RMG sort achieves a speedup of 1.6× with two GPUs over one.

Figure 6a also shows why four GPUs perform worse than two on the IBM AC922. The
CPU-interconnect is the system’s transfer bottleneck, as the X-Bus reaches only 41 GB/s of
the theoretical peak bandwidth of 64 GB/s [Pe19, Ma22]. Thus, the slow CPU-GPU copies
on the remote GPUs 2 and 3 slow down the execution. Also, the P2P throughput suffers
from the low X-Bus bandwidth, as the P2P key swap takes 3× longer on four GPUs than on
two. As a result, RMG sort performs 7% slower on four GPUs compared to one GPU. In
Figure 6b, we observe that the number of P2P key swaps of P2P merge sort scales linearly
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with the number of GPUs. On two GPUs, P2P merge sort requires only a single key swap,
similar to RMG sort, which results in nearly identical transfer times. However, since we
overlap the sorting computation with the DtoH copy, RMG sort outperforms P2P merge sort
on two GPUs by 11%. When comparing RMG sort with HET merge sort (see Figure 6c),
we observe that the CPU multiway merge is significantly slower compared to our on-GPU
partitioning. On two GPUs, it takes RMG sort 2.7× less time to partition and swap the keys
than it takes the CPU to merge the two sorted chunks. On four GPUs, the P2P throughput of
RMG sort is significantly reduced. Still, the radix partitioning and the P2P key swap phase
combine for a time duration that is 44% lower than that of the CPU merge. In total, RMG
sort outperforms HET merge sort 1.6× on two, and 1.2× on four GPUs for 2B keys.

We conclude that on GPUs with high-bandwidth P2P interconnects, GPU-only approaches
like RMG sort and P2P merge sort are superior to the CPU-based merge. RMG sort reduces
the inter-GPU communication compared to P2P merge sort only for 𝑔 > 2. On this system,
where two NUMA-local GPUs are optimal, we outperform P2P merge sort because we
overlap the sorting computation with the DtoH copy – an optimization of our MSB radix
partitioning. P2P merge sort waits for the last key to be merged before the DtoH copy.
Sorting Large Data – IBM AC922. We observe that the speedup of RMG sort over P2P
merge sort increases with larger inputs. RMG outperforms P2P merge sort by 11% for 2B
keys, and by 17% for 4B keys. We outperform HET merge sort 1.6× for 2B keys, and 1.7×
for 4B keys. Sorting 12B integer keys (48 GB) with four GPUs on the IBM AC922, RMG
sort outperforms HET merge sort by 2.1×. P2P merge sort cannot sort more than 232 keys
per GPU due to an input size limitation in its on-GPU merge implementation.

Sort Duration Breakdown – DGX A100. Figure 7 depicts the sort duration breakdown
sorting 2B (two billion) uniformly distributed keys on the DGX A100. We evaluate the
GPU sets (0, 2), (0, 2, 4, 6), and all eight. First, we note that the HtoD and DtoH copies
take significantly longer on this system than on the IBM AC922 due to the comparatively
low PCIe 4.0 bandwidth. For RMG sort, the CPU-GPU transfers make up 90% of the
end-to-end duration. In Figure 7a, we observe that our partitioning phase scales well to
increasing numbers of GPUs. It takes 14.4ms on two GPUs, 7.2ms on four GPUs, and 3.6ms
on eight GPUs, which constitutes 4%, 3%, and 2% of the total sort duration, respectively.
The P2P key swap time stays constant, independent of the number of GPUs. Given the
high bandwidth of NVLink 3.0. We measure 14-17ms for two, four and eight GPUs (less
than 8% of the total sorting time). The P2P swap time is not reduced when increasing
the number of GPUs even though each GPU copies less data. Even though NVSwitch
does achieve simultaneous all-to-all transfers at high throughput, P2P transfers between
individual pairs of GPUs tend to perform best. Similar to our partitioning phase, the time of
the sorting computation gets halved when we double the number of GPUs. However, the
sorting time on the A100 GPU is insignificant compared to the HtoD/DtoH copies. Thus,
the sort-copy-overlap does not notably improve the end-to-end performance on this system.

Despite the CPU-GPU copy bottleneck on the DGX A100, we observe RMG sort to
scale comparatively well from one to eight GPUs. Compared to a single GPU, we achieve
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Fig. 7: Sort duration breakdown: Sorting two billion integer keys on the DGX A100

speedups of 1.9× with two, 3.2× with four, and 3.5× with eight GPUs. We cannot expect
much higher speedups on eight GPUs because of the shared bandwidth effects that result
from the system’s limited number of PCIe switches. As seen in Figure 4, neighbouring
pairs of GPUs share a PCIe switch. For parallel CPU-GPU transfers, the throughput for
neighbouring GPU pairs cannot exceed the 32 GB/s of one PCIe 4.0 instance. This hardware
limitation negatively influences any multi-GPU sorting algorithm, not just RMG sort. In
Figure 7b, we again see that the P2P merge phase time of P2P merge sort increases with the
number of GPUs. We measure it to take almost 4× longer when eight GPUs merge their
chunks compared to two. This explains why RMG sort’s speedup factor over P2P merge
sort increases: 3% with 𝑔=2, 10% with 𝑔=4, and 17% with 𝑔=8. When RMG sort uses
eight GPUs, the radix partitioning phase and the P2P key swap take 20ms, which is 2.7×
less than the P2P merge phase takes. In Figure 7c, we again observe the CPU merge as
the limiting factor of HET merge sort. Compared to the combined duration of RMG sort’s
partitioning phase and its P2P swap on two, four, and eight GPUs, the CPU merge takes
6.6-9.2× longer. In total, RMG sort outperforms HET merge sort up to 1.8× on eight GPUs.
Thus, if we compare the execution times for the on-GPU (or on-CPU) computation and
the P2P transfers only, i. e. excluding the HtoD and DtoH copies, RMG sort outperforms
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Tab. 2: Sorting performance by data distribution (2 billion keys, 8 GPUs, DGX A100)

zero sorted nearly-sorted reverse-sorted uniform normal
RMG sort 182ms 190ms 192ms 193ms 205ms 215ms
P2P merge sort 182ms 189ms 200ms 250ms 240ms 243ms

P2P merge sort 2.7×, and HET merge sort 9.2× with eight GPUs. The slow HtoD and DtoH
copies reduce the total end-to-end speedup. Still, we demonstrate the potential speedup
that RMG sort could achieve if the system included high-speed CPU-GPU interconnects.
For the DGX A100, we confirm that P2P-based multi-GPU approaches sort significantly
faster than the heterogeneous strategies. We conclude that, compared to P2P merge sort,
RMG sort more efficiently utilizes the non-blocking all-to-all P2P transfer capability of
NVLink-based NVSwitch. RMG sort scales linearly with the number of GPUs 𝑔 in the radix
partitioning phase and keeps a constant P2P key swap time, independent of 𝑔.
Sorting Large Data – DGX A100. We compare the performance of the three multi-GPU
sorts for increasing input sizes (up to 16B keys) on eight GPUs on the DGX A100. Compared
to P2P merge sort, RMG sort is faster up to 1.3× while outperforming HET merge sort up
to 1.8×. For 32B integer keys (128 GB), RMG sort takes about 3 seconds, which is 1.85×
faster than HET merge sort. Including the data transfers, RMG sort achieves an end-to-end
sorting rate of over 10 billion keys per second and scales linearly to larger input sets.

5.3 Sorting Performance By Data Distributions and Data Types

Varying Data Distributions. In Table 2, we compare the sorting time of RMG sort to that
of P2P merge sort for varying distributions on the DGX A100 for eight GPUs. HET merge
sort is stable across these distributions and purely bound by the main memory bandwidth.
We sort 32-bit unsigned integers and find that RMG sort performs better on sorted (13%),
nearly-sorted (8%), reverse-sorted (7%), and zero entropy (6%) distributions than for
uniform ones. For the zero entropy distribution (i. e. all keys are the same), and already
sorted data, RMG sort skips the P2P key swap. Nearly-sorted distributions require almost
no key swaps. Additionally, for zero entropy data, we skip sorting the buckets as each one is
a last-pass spanning bucket. During the partitioning, we computed the histograms 𝑝 times,
considered all 𝑘 bits, but never scattered the keys. RMG sort is quick for read-intensive
workloads. In the end, P2P merge sort and RMG sort are equally fast for zero and sorted
data, while RMG sort is slightly faster on nearly-sorted keys. Reverse-sorted distributions
benefit RMG sort as the keys are exchanged only between pairs of mirrored GPUs. We
measure that this copy pattern achieves a higher P2P throughput (1.3 − 4.7×). Normal
distributions require two partitioning passes. Overall, RMG sort outperforms P2P merge
sort for reverse-sorted (30%), uniform (17%), and normal distributions (13%).

Sorting Skewed Data. In this section, we evaluate the performance of RMG sort for Zipfian
distributions. For increasing Zipf exponents 𝑧, the probability of a key being one of only a
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few highly frequent key values increases. Given two billion keys and 𝑧=1.0, the probability
that a key is one of the top-1000 most occurring keys is 34%. The same probability is
at 97.5% for 𝑧=1.5. In Figure 8a, we depict the sort duration of RMG sort for varying 𝑧.
We sort 2B 32-bit keys on two GPUs on the IBM AC922. The sort duration increases for
𝑧 > 0. At the peak at 𝑧=1.5, it reaches 273ms, (+26% over the sorting time of the uniform
distribution). For 𝑧 ≥ 1.5, the sort duration steadily decreases down to the initial duration.

For 𝑧=0.5, one pass completes the partitioning phase. We measure average execution times
for the key scattering and the histogram computation. However, the number of buckets on
the second GPU is greater than our threshold MAX𝐵𝑅𝑆 = 128, despite our optimization
to fuse small neighbouring buckets. For more than MAX𝐵𝑅𝑆 buckets, we sort the entire
GPU chunk instead of individual buckets to avoid too many kernel launches. As a result, we
cannot overlap the sorting with the DtoH copy, which explains why the total time increases
by 30ms. For 0.5 < 𝑧 ≤ 1.5, fusing neighbouring buckets reduces the total number of
buckets significantly, e. g. from 575 to 90 in some cases. For 𝑧 ≥ 0.75, RMG sort performs
the sort-copy-overlap at peak throughput and the bottleneck shifts to the radix partitioning.

For 0.5 < 𝑧 ≤ 1.5, the distribution becomes more skewed, and more spanning buckets
need to be resolved. For 𝑧=1.0, three partitioning passes are necessary, while the 𝑧=1.5
requires all four. Thus, we have little to no sorting computation left after the partitioning
phase considered (almost) all bits. However, the duration of multiple ScatterKeys kernel
executions adds up significantly on this system, i. a. because of the many shared memory
atomic conflicts. We measure the time of one ScatterKeys kernel execution to increase up to
20ms (+25%). This adds 40-70ms to the total sort duration for 𝑧 ∈ [1.0, 1.5]. For 𝑧 ≥ 1.5,
the sort duration decreases as almost all keys belong to the same few buckets, approaching
the zero entropy distribution. Then, we increasingly skip the key scattering steps during the
partitioning passes because all keys of a GPU chunk belong to the same bucket. Computing
the histogram (6ms) takes less than the key scattering (16ms). Also, we do not sort the
buckets since we partitioned on all 𝑘 = 32 bits. We evaluate the sort duration of P2P merge
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sort and HET merge sort to be independent of the Zipf exponent. In the worst case of 𝑧=1.5,
RMG sort is up to 13% slower than P2P merge sort, but 1.3× faster than HET merge sort.

In Figure 8b, we depict the sort duration of RMG sort for varying Zipf exponents 𝑧 on the
DGX A100 on eight GPUs. We measure significantly fewer differences in the sort duration
for skewed data compared to the IBM AC922. The peak sort duration for 𝑧=1.0 constitutes a
6% increase over the sorting time of uniform keys. Again, the time duration increases as the
radix partitioning phase needs multiple passes. The low CPU-GPU interconnect bandwidth
of the DGX A100 is one reason why the performance impact of the Zipf exponent is less
significant on this system. Also, distributing the buckets across eight instead of two GPUs
results in fewer buckets per GPU. Thus, the number of buckets per GPU is less likely to
exceed MAX𝐵𝑅𝑆 . For RMG sort, scaling up 𝑔 reduces the negative performance impact of
data skew. Moreover, the accumulated execution times for all histogram computations and
key scattering steps are less than on the AC922 because 1) the NVIDIA A100 GPU has a
higher global memory bandwidth and faster atomic operations, and 2) each GPU processes
fewer keys. For skewed data on the eight GPUs of the DGX A100, RMG sort outperforms
P2P merge sort by at least 11% and up to 1.3×, and HET merge sort by 1.7-1.8×.

Sorting Different Data Types. We evaluate RMG sort’s performance for unsigned integer
and floating-point keys in their 32-bit and 64-bit variant. We sort unsigned key values,
i. e. unsigned integer types, and positive floating-point numbers. Extending the algorithm
to support negative value ranges is possible without sacrificing performance [Te00]. We
sort uniformly distributed integers, and floating-point keys whose values follow a Zipfian
distribution with an exponent of 1.0. In that way, the 𝑘 bits of the floating-point keys are
distributed similarly to the uniform integer distribution. When sorting 2 billion keys with
two GPUs on the IBM AC922, the sort duration of 32-bit integers is approximately the
same as for 32-bit floats. This is expected given that RMG sort’s time duration depends on
the number of bits per key. However, on the IBM AC922, the sort duration of 64-bit data
types is 2.2× higher than for the same number of 32-bit keys. This is the case for all three
multi-GPU sorting algorithms, and confirms the findings of Maltenberger et al. [Ma22]. For
the same experiment on the DGX A100, sorting 64-bit data types takes exactly 2× longer.

6 Related Work

Various single-GPU sorting algorithms have been proposed [Ba20, Ca17, DZ12, Go06,
KW05, LOS10, SHG09, Sa10, SA08]. Ha et al. propose an LSB radix sort algorithm that
considers two bits at a time and performs a block-local key shuffle in shared memory to
ensure coalesced writes [HKS09]. Merrill et al. design an LSB radix sort algorithm that
dynamically adjusts the number of keys a thread processes [MG11]. They also implement an
analytical performance model that determines the optimal number of bits per pass, reducing
the memory workload for any target architecture. Their approach has been integrated into
NVIDIA’s high-performance CUB library [NV21a, Ad20]. Stehle et al. publish an MSB
radix sort algorithm that increases the number of bits considered at a time to eight [SJ17].
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They partition the keys into smaller and smaller buckets until a local sort algorithm sorts
the buckets in on-chip memory. These sorting algorithms are single-GPU approaches. We
publish a novel multi-GPU sorting algorithm. To the best of our knowledge, all previous
multi-GPU sorting algorithms are merge-based. Peters et al. propose a multi-GPU sorting
algorithm that sorts large-out-of-core data [PSHL10]. The authors use multiple GPUs
to sort chunks. After copying the sorted chunks back to main memory, the CPU finds
splitter elements to form disjoint data sets that individual GPUs can merge independently.
Gowanlock et al. publish a heterogeneous multi-GPU sorting algorithm for large data where
the CPU merges sorted chunks [GK18]. Both these algorithms sort large-out-of-core data,
but neither one utilizes inter-GPU communication. Tanasic et al. propose a multi-GPU
sorting algorithm for in-memory data that merges chunks using P2P transfers [Ta13].

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we design and evaluate the first radix-partitioning-based multi-GPU sorting
algorithm (RMG sort). It outperforms CPU-only algorithms by up to 20×. Our MSB
radix partitioning strategy exploits all-to-all P2P interconnects. As a result. RMG sort
scales linearly with the input size and reduces the inter-GPU communication as it requires
only one all-to-all P2P key swap, independent of 𝑔. Our evaluation shows that RMG sort
utilizes high-speed P2P interconnects more efficiently than prior work. Compared to two
state-of-the-art merge-based multi-GPU sorting algorithms, RMG sort scales best with
increasing numbers of GPUs. We outperform P2P merge sort up to 1.3× and HET merge
sort up to 1.8×. When we exclude the CPU-GPU copy times to directly compare the on-GPU
computation and P2P communication, RMG sort is 2.7× faster than P2P merge sort and
9.2× faster than HET merge sort. Thus, RMG sort benefits from future accelerator platforms
given that hardware vendors continue to increase the number of GPUs, and the P2P and
CPU-GPU interconnect bandwidth [NV22c, NV21c, NV22d].

RMG sort can improve the performance of an existing out-of-core sort-merge algorithm,
reducing the number of chunks that need to be merged. Alternatively, we suggest extending
RMG sort by a preliminary partitioning step on the CPU which divides the input into chunks
of distinct value ranges that fit into the combined GPU memory. Then, out-of-core data
sets are sorted in independent sorting rounds. In future work, we want to analyze RMG
sort’s performance as part of a real-world database use case. RMG sort can be extended to
support key-value pairs. For each key permutation, we use the block-local histograms to
rearrange the corresponding values equivalently in the key scattering step.
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